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We consider in this paper the problem of determining the minimum L -norm ofp
a hyperplane in n-dimensional space. A subset of the hyperplane is identified first
that contains the optimal solution. On this reduced feasible space, the sets of
optimal solutions for all values of p, 1 F p F `, are analytically derived. Several
interesting mathematical properties of the optimal solution are presented. For p,
1 - p - `, it is proved that a unique solution exists, while for the limiting values
p s 1, `, conditions on the equation coefficients of the hyperplane are found for
which an infinite number of optimal solutions exist. The minimum L -distance of ap
point from a hyperplane is also analytically derived. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a hyperplane H ; Rn, defined by a x q a x q ??? qa x s a ,1 1 2 2 n n 0
we develop in this paper an analytical solution to the minimum L -normp
of H. The L -norm of H is the closest point of H to the origin under thep
L -metric.p
Closest point problems of this type arise in several areas: in continuous
location theory where the L -norm is a popular distance measure forp
 w x.modeling median and center problems cf. 3, 7 ; in linear multiobjective
optimization problems, where a criterion vector in objective space is
sought that is closest under the L -metric to the ideal criterion vector cf.p
w x.5, 13 ; in spatial tessellations and computational geometry where discrete
 w x.or continuous proximity problems are solved cf. 6, 10 .
A proximity problem that is similar in concept to the problem addressed
in this paper is the one that determines the point of a polyhedron closest
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w x w x w xto the origin. Mitchell et al. 9 , Wolfe 15 , Bazaraa et al. 1 , and Sherali
w xand Choi 12 developed efficient algorithms for this nonlinear problem. It
should be noted, however, that numerical algorithms were developed for
 .only the Euclidean p s 2 version of this problem. In this paper, we
develop closed-form solutions using the general L -metric for the specialp
case of a polyhedron consisting of a single hyperplane.
The optimization problem we will solve then is
1rpn¡
p< <x , 1 F p - ` iX  /~P min d x , . . . , x s 1 .  .  .is11 p 1 n
< <max x , p s `¢ i
1FiFn
subject to a x q a x q ??? qa x s a . 2 .1 1 2 2 n n 0
It is assumed that a / 0; otherwise, the origin is a trivial solution to the0
problem. Also it will be assumed that n G 2; otherwise, for n s 1 the
X  . < <solution is also trivial, x s a ra at a distance d x s a ra for all1 0 1 p 1 0 1
 .1 F p F `. The following simplified problem P will have the same2
 .optimal solution, X , as problem P , since the objective functions of thep 1
two problems are monotonic transformations of each other for any p,
 .1 F p F `. Consequently, problem P is solved in this paper2
n¡ p< <x , 1 F p - ` i~ is1P min d x , . . . , x s 3 .  .  .2 p 1 n
< <max x , p s `¢ i
1FiFn
subject to a x q a x q ??? qa x s a .1 1 2 2 n n 0
The converse to the problem addressed here, i.e., finding the maximum
L -norm of a hyperplane, has an unbounded solution. This remoteness orp
farthest-point problem becomes interesting when the solution space is
w xbounded. Melachrinoudis and Xanthopulos 8 solve the maximum L -p
 .norm problem, 1 F p F `, of a n y 2 -dimensional solution space
 .bounded by linear and nonlinear segments. Since the L -norm 1 is ap
convex function, it follows that the maximum L -norm is a nonconvexp
problem achieving its optimum always at the boundary of the solution
 .  .space while problems P and P are convex problems.1 2
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe a subset of the hyperplane containing the optimal solution. In
Section 3 we obtain an analytical solution for different values of p,
1 F p F `. Several properties of the optimal solution are presented in
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Section 4. Section 5 provides an analytical solution to the minimum
L -distance problem between an arbitrary point and a hyperplane. Finally,p
Section 6 contains a summary and conclusions.
2. SUBSET OF THE HYPERPLANE CONTAINING
THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
In R2 one can detect easily X points for certain values of p. Considerp
 .the hyperplane line shown in Fig. 1. X is the x - or x -intercept of the1 1 2
line, whichever is closer to the origin. X is the orthogonal projection of2
the origin on the line, and X is the intersection of the line with a y458`
line. Intuitively, X , p G 1, is expected to lie on the line segment locatedp
in the fourth quadrant and bounded by the two intercepts of the line. In an
effort to tighten the search for X we develop the following two lemmasp
that generalize this observation. We will first assume that all a / 0,i
i s 1, . . . , n; we will relax the assumption later.
FIG. 1. Optimal points X in R2, for p s 1, 2, `.p
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 .LEMMA 1. If a / 0, i s 1, . . . , n, the optimal solution of problem P ,i 2
 .1 F p F `, lies on a bounded n y 1 -dimensional subset of H defined as the
 .Tcon¨ex hull of the x -intercepts of H, U s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 , i s 1, . . . , n.i i 0 i
Proof. Consider affine combinations of U , X s n l U , that span H,i is1 i i
n   .  .  ..T nor X s  l U s l a ra , l a ra , . . . , l a ra and  l s 1.is1 i i 1 0 1 2 0 2 n 0 n is1 i
 .Clearly if l G 0, i s 1, . . . , n, X g CH U , where CH means con-i 1F iF n i
 .vex hull. Consider a point X 9 g H, X 9 f CH U . Such a point is1F iF n i
defined as an affine combination of the vectors U in which at least one buti
less than n multipliers l are negative and their sum is still 1. Defining thei
q  < 4set of indices i corresponding to nonnegative multipliers, I s i l G 0 ,i
and denoting the sum of nonnegative multipliers by Sq, we have Sqs
 .q q l s 1 q  yl ) 1.ig I i if I i
Define now new multipliers lX asi
l rSq for i g IqX il si  0 otherwise.
The new multipliers lX , are such thati
n
X X Xq q< <l s 1, 0 F l - l , i g I , and l ) l s 0, i f I . i i i i i
is1
Expressing the objective function in terms of the multipliers, we obtain
 . n < < p n < < p < < p n < X < p < < pd X 9 s  l a ra s  l ? a ra )  l ? a ra sp is1 i 0 i is1 i 0 i is1 i 0 i
 .  . <  . < w < < < <xd X , 1 F p - `, and d X 9 s max l a ra s max l ? a rap ` i 0 i i 0 i
1FiFn 1FiFnw < X < < <x  .) max l ? a ra s d X which shows that for any point X 9 g H,i 0 i `
1FiFn
 .  .X 9 f CH U there exists a point X g CH U with a better1F iF n i 1F iF n i
< <objective function value. Since a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, and U , i s 1, . . . , n,i i
are on the coordinate axes, different from the origin, the U are boundedi
 . and affinely independent. Therefore the CH U is a bounded n y1F iF n i
.1 -dimensional subset of H. Also since a strictly positive objective function
 .is minimized, an optimal solution always exists in the CH U .1F iF n i
Suppose now that there exist exactly k, 1 F k - n, coefficients a withi
 < 4zero values. Denote by I the set of such indices, I s i a s 0, 1 F i F n0 0 i
 .Tand by U s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 the x -intercept of H, i f I . The follow-i 0 i i 0
ing lemma reduces further the dimensionality of the subset of H on which
the optimal solution lies.
 .LEMMA 2. If exactly k of the coefficients a in 2 are zero, 1 F k - n, thei
 .optimal solution of problem P , lies2
 .  .a on a n y k y 1 -dimensional subset of H, defined as the
 .CH U , if 1 F p - `, andif I i0
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 .  . nykb on a n y 1 -dimensional subset of H whose projection on R
 .space defined by axes x , i f I , is the CH U , if p s `.i 0 if I i0
 .Proof. a Define X g H using affine combinations of U , X si
n  .T  l U , where U s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 , i f I , and U s 0, . . . ,is1 i i i 0 i 0 i
.T1, . . . , 0 , i g I with the ``1'' in the ith vector position. Since X g H,0
 l s 1. Denote by H9 ; H the hyperplane of dimensionality n y kif I i0
y 1, defined by points U , i f I . A point X g H9, X s n l U , will havei 0 is1 i i
 .all l s 0, i g I . If in addition, l G 0, i f I , X g CH U which is ai 0 i 0 if I i0
 .n y k y 1 -dimensional subset of H. Consider now a point X 9 g H,
< <X 9 f H9. Such a point X 9 will have l ) 0 for at least one i g I , ori 0
< < l ) 0.ig I i0
Therefore,
n n
p p p< < < < < <d X 9 s l ? a ra q l .  p i 0 i i
ifI igI0 0
n
p p< < < <) l ? a ra s d X , 1 F p - `, . i 0 i p
ifI0
or, for any point X 9 g H, X 9 f H9 there exists a point X g H9 with a
 .lower objective function value, d X , 1 F p - `.p
Using a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 1 applied to X g H9,
X s  l U , and  l s 1, it can be further proved that the optimalif I i i if I i0 0
 .  .solution X of problem P lies in CH U , 1 F p - `.p 2 if I i0
 .  .b Let H0 be a n y 1 -dimensional subset of H, whose projection
nyk  .on R space defined by axes x , i f I , is CH U . Then for X 9 g H0,i 0 if I i0
X 9 s n l ? U , l G 0, i f I ,  l s 1, and l is unrestricted inis1 i i i 0 if I i i0
sign, i g I . Consider a point X 0 g H, X 0 f H0. Such a point is defined0
as a linear combination of U , i s 1, . . . , n, in which at least one but lessi
than n y k multipliers l , i f I , are negative and  l s 1. Define asi 0 if I i0
earlier in Lemma 1,
q < qI s i l G 0 and S s l ) 1. 4 i i
qigI
 .  < < < < 4 < X <Then, d X 0 s max max l ? a ra , max l ) max l ?` if I i 0 i ig I i if I i0 0 0
< <  .a ra s d X where0 i `
l rSq for i g IqX il si  0 otherwise
 .or, for any point X 0 g H, X 0 f H0 there exists a point X g CH Uif I i0
 .with a lower objective function value, d X .`
 .Consider now a point X 9 g H0. For such a point d X 9 s`
 < < < < 4 < < < <  .max max l ? a ra , max l G max l ? a ra s d X , orjf I j 0 j ig I i jf I j 0 j `0 0 0
 .for any X 9 g H0 there exists an X g CH U which is at least as goodif I i0
 .as X 9 g H0. Since x s l , i g I , and x s l a ra , j f I , the equalityi i 0 j j 0 j 0
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 .  .d X 9 s d X holds when` `
a0
< < < < < < < <max x s max l F max l ? s max x . 4 .i i j jaigI igI jfI jfI0 0 0 0j
For n s 3 and k s 1, i.e., when H is a plane parallel to one of the three
 4axes, say axis x , or I s 3 , the above lemma states that the minimum3 0
distance point from the origin, in the L -metric, 1 F p - `, lies on ap
 .bounded n y k y 1 s 1 -dimensional subset of H, or it is on a line
segment A A defined by the intercepts of H with the x and x axes, see1 2 1 2
 ` ` .T ` ` < <  < < < <.Fig. 2. X s x , x , 0 where x s x s a r a q a , also lies on the` 1 2 1 2 0 1 2
same subset, A A . However, all the points X, X g A A are alternative1 2 3 4
optima, where A A is a line segment whose projection on the x y x3 4 1 2
 ` ` .T < <  ` `. < <  < <plane is X and X s x , x , x with x F max x , x s a r a q` 1 2 3 3 1 2 0 1
< <.a .2
 .As k increases the dimensionality of the set, CH U , decreases. Ifif I i0
all but one a are zero, a / 0, or equivalently, H is perpendicular to axisi l
 .  .x , then the subset of H CH U is of n y n y 1 y 1 s 0 dimension-l if I i0
 .Tality, containing a single point, X s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 . Therefore,0 l
FIG. 2. Illustration of Lemma 2 in R3.
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 .TCOROLLARY 1. If a s 0 for all i f l, X s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 is ani p 0 l
optimal solution for all 1 F p F `.
For example, if n s 3 and H is perpendicular to the axis x , then1
 .TX s a ra , 0, 0 for all 1 F p F `, where X is the intersection point ofp 0 1 p
H with the x -axis.1
 .According to Lemmas 1 and 2 the optimal solution of problem P ,2
 .Tx , . . . , x , . . . , x , lies on a subset of H. The following corollary deter-1 i n
mines the ranges of coordinate values x , i s 1, . . . , n, within that subset.i
In addition, it places the subset in an orthant defined by the x -intercepti
 .signs. Define sign x to be q1 if x is nonnegative, and y1 if x is negative.
 .COROLLARY 2. At an optimal solution of problem P , X s2 p
 .Tx , . . . , x , . . . , x ,1 i n
 .  .  .a If 1 F p - `, min 0, a ra F x F max 0, a ra and x ?0 i i 0 i i
 .sign a ra G 0 for i f I , and x s 0 for i g I .0 i 0 i 0
 .  .  .  .b If p s `, min 0, a ra F x F max 0, a ra and x ? sign a ra0 i i 0 i i 0 i
G 0 for i f I , and x is unrestricted in sign for i g I .0 i 0
 .Proof. a According to Lemmas 1 and 2, X , 1 F p - `, lies in thep
 .  .TCH U where U s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 . Since U , i f I , is a feasibleif I i i 0 i i 00
 .  .solution of problem P , d U provides an upper bound on the optimal2 p i
 .  . < < pobjective function value, or d X F d U s a ra for all i f I . Thisp p p i 0 i 0
< < p < < p < < p  . < < p < < < <implies that x F x q  x s d X F a ra or x F a rai i j/ i j p p 0 i i 0 i
for i f I . Therefore the range of x is between 0 and the x -intercept of0 i i
 .H, a ra , which can be either negative or positive, or min 0, a ra F x F0 i 0 i i
 .  .max 0, a ra and x ? sign a ra G 0 for i f I . From Lemma 2, X is a0 i i 0 i 0 p
linear combination of coordinate vectors U , i f I . Therefore, x s 0 fori 0 i
i g I , 1 F p - `.0
 .b According to Lemmas 1 and 2, the projection of X on the`
nyk  .R space defined by axes x , i f I , is a point of CH U . Thereforei 0 if I i0
the first two inequalities regarding x , i f I hold. Regarding x , i g I ,i 0 i 0
 . < < < <inequality 4 implies that ymax x F x F max x , or x is unre-jf I j i jf I j i0 0
stricted in sign.
3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
Since the resulting optimization problems have different properties for
the limiting values of p, p s 1, and p s `, they shall be solved separately.
We consider therefore three cases.
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 .Rectilinear Metric p s 1
For p s 1 the objective function becomes linear in the convex hull of U ,i
< <  .i f I , after dropping the absolute values using x s x ? sign a ra by0 i i 0 i
Corollary 2. The optimal solution of the resulting linear program is
 .Ttherefore at one of the extreme points, U s 0, . . . , a ra , . . . , 0 , i f I ,i 0 i 0
whichever yields the lowest objective function value,
dX x , . . . , x s min a ra ? sign a ra 4 .  .  .1 1 n 0 i 0 i
ifI0
< < < < < <s min a ra s a r max a .0 i 0 i
ifI ifI0 0
In case of ties, the optimal set Q is the convex hull of the U that tie. Or,1 i
< <¡ ¦a0Xd x , . . . , x s .1 1 n < <max ai
1FiFn
~ ¥< < < < <Q s CH U , I s l a s max a . . 5 . 51 l m l i
lgI 1FiFnm
Ta0
U s 0, . . . , , . . . , 0 , l f Il 0¢ § /al
L -Metric with p in the Range, 1 - p - `p
 .For 1 - p - ` the objective function 3 is nonlinear, differentiable and
 w x.convex see, e.g., 7 . Therefore, any point satisfying the Lagrangian
 .  wmultiplier conditions is an optimal solution for problem P see 14,2
x.Theorem 11.8 .
Let l be the Lagrangian multiplier of the equality constraint and
 .L x , . . . , x , l be the Lagrangian function. Note again, from Corollary 21 n
< <  .that x s x ? sign a ra , i f I , and x s 0, i g I . After dropping thei i 0 i 0 i 0
 . w  .x pabsolute values we have L x , . . . , x , l s  x ? sign a ra y l ?1 n if I i 0 i0
 n . a x y a .is1 i i 0
The Lagrangian optimality conditions then follow:
­ L x , . . . , x , l .1 n
­ xi
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py1a a0 0s p ? x ? sign ? sign y la s 0, i f I 6 .i i 0 /  /a ai i
n­ L x , . . . , x , l .1 n s y a x y a s 0. 7 . i i 0 /­l is1
 .Condition 6 yields
 .1r py1l ? a 1i
x s ? , i f I .i 0p ? sign a ra sign a ra .  .0 i 0 i
 .  .  .  .  .Since 1rsign a ra s sign a ra , sign a ra s sign a rsign a and a0 i 0 i 0 i 0 i i
 . < <? sign a s a , i f I , the above condition can be simplified asi i 0
 .1r py1< <l ? a ai 0
x s ? signi  /p ? sign a a .0 i
 .1r py1l a01r py1.< <s ? a ? sign , i f I .i 0 /p ? sign a a .0 i
Also from Corollary 2, we have x s 0, i g I . Substituting x into condi-i 0 i
 .tion 7 we have
 . 1r py1.1r py1 < <l a ? a ai i 0
< <? s s a , 0p ? sign a sign a sign a .  .  .0 i 0ifI0
 .1r py1 < <l a0
or, s .np ? sign a . pr py1.0 < <a i
is1
Substituting above, we obtain x . The original objective function fori
 . Xproblem P , d , becomes1 p
1rpn
pX < <d x , . . . , x s x . p 1 n i
is1
1rpn
p pr py1.< < < <a ? a0 i < <a0is1s s ,p  .py1 rpn n
pr py1. pr py1.< <a < <a i  i /  /is1 is1
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or
a¡ 01r py1.< < < <a ? a ? sign0 i  /ai , i f In 0~ pr py1.x si < <a j
js1¢ 8 .0, i g I0
< <a0Xd x , . . . , x s . .p 1 n  .py1 rpn
pr py1.< <a j /
js1
 .  .For the Euclidean metric p s 2 , 8 becomes
< < < <¡ a ? a ? sign a ra .0 i 0 i
, i f I ,n 0
2< <~ ax s ji
js1¢0, i g I0
< <a0Xand d x , . . . , x s . 9 .  .2 1 n 1r2n
2< <a j
js1
X  . X  .For n s 2, 3, d x , x and d x , x , x reduce to well-known formulas2 1 2 2 1 2 3
of the Euclidean distance between the origin and a line or a plane,
respectively.
 .Tchebycheff Metric p s `
The optimization problem is
< <min d x , . . . , x s max x .` 1 n i
1FiFn
n
subject to a x s a . i i 0
is1
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X  .From Corollary 2, x s x ? sign a ra G 0, i f I , and x unrestrictedi i 0 i 0 i
in sign, i g I . Substituting above we have0
X < <min d x , . . . , x s max max x , max x .  . 5` 1 n i i
ifI igI0 0
< < X < <subject to a ? x s a i i 0
ifI0
xX G 0, i f Ii 0
x is unrestricted in sign, i g I .i 0
The optimal solution of the above problem is attained when all xX , i f Ii 0
X < < < <are equal, or x s a r a . Otherwise, the solution can be improvedi 0 jf I j0X  X . X Xby decreasing x s max x and increasing all other x , x -i jf I j i i0
 X . X  X .max x , until one or more x is equal to max x and the equalityjf I j i jf I j0 0
X < < < <constraint of the problem is satisfied. When x s a r a , i f I ,i 0 jf I j 00
then x , i g I , can take many alternative values within a range,i 0
< < < < < < < <y a r a F x F a r a . Summarizing, the minimum dis-0 jf I j i 0 jf I j0 0X  .tance d x , . . . , x and the optimal set Q are` 1 n `
< <a0Xd x , . . . , x s , . n` 1 n
< <a j
js1
¡
< <a a0 0~Q s X x , . . . , x x s ? sign , i f I , . n` ` 1 n i 0 /ai¢ < <a j
js1
¦
< < < <a a0 0 ¥and y F x F , i g I . 10 .n ni 0 §< < < <a a j j
js1 js1
 .  .Expression 10 implies that there exists an optimal solution X x , . . . , x ,` 1 n
< < < < n < <x s a r a , i f I , and x s 0, i g I , which is the intersection ofi 0 js1 j 0 i 0
 .hyperplane H with the dichotomous of the n y k -dimensional orthant,
 .defined by half axes directions x ? sign a ra , i f I , thus generalizingi 0 i 0
the observation made earlier for n s 2, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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4. PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
The coordinates of X , 1 - p - `, are continuous functions of p.p
Therefore X lies on a continuous curve whose parametric equations arep
 .given by 8 . It is interesting to find the two endpoints of this curve, i.e.,
 .the lim X and lim X in 8 . Dividing both numerator andpª 1q p pª` p
 .  < <. pr py1.denominator of the x expression in 8 by max a andi 1F jF n j
noting that
 .1r py1 0, i f I¡ m< <ai ~ y1lim sp < <max a , i g Ipª1q j m¢ 0  /< <max a 1FjFnj /
1FjFn
we have
 .1r py1
p< < < < < <a ? a r max a ? sign a ra .0 i j 0 i /
1FjFn
lim x s limi  .pr py1pª1q pª1q < < < < < <I q a r max am k j /
1FjFnkfIm
0¡
s 0, i f I , i f I ,m 0< <Im~s
< <a a a ra0 0 0 i
? sign s , i g I , i f I ,m 0¢  /< < < < < <I ? a a Im i i m
 .and lim x s 0, i g I , or the endpoint of the parametric curve 8 aspª 1q i 0
p ª 1 q is the center of Q . Similarly, we have1
¡ 1r py1.< < < < < <a ? a ? sign a ra a ? sign a ra .  .0 i 0 i 0 0 i
lim s , ifIn n 0
pª` pr py1.~ < < < <a alim x s  j ji
pª` js1 js1¢0, igI ,0
 .or the endpoint of the parametric curve 9 as p ª ` is the center of Q .`
Thus, we have
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THEOREM 1. The minimum L -norm solution X , on a hyperplane H,p p
gi¨ en by n a x s a , isis1 i i 0
 .  < < .  .a a I y 1 -dimensional subset of H, Q , gi¨ en by 5 , if p s 1m 1
 . < <  .b a I -dimensional subset of H, Q , gi¨ en by 10 , if p s `, and0 `
 .  .c a unique solution, gi¨ en by 8 , if 1 - p - `. As p changes,
1 - p - `, X mo¨es along a continuous trajectory, gi¨ en by parametricp
 .equations 8 , whose endpoints are the centers of Q and Q .1 `
Theorem 3 is illustrated in Fig. 3 for n s 3, a ) 0, and for special0
< <values of the coefficients a i s 1, 2, 3. If a s a ) a ) 0, I s 2 andi 1 2 3 m
  ..  .Q is the line segment U U see Fig. 3 a . Parametric equation 8 defines1 1 2
 .the curve of X , 1 - p - ` line segment CX in this case starting at thep `
 . center of Q and ending at X s x , x , x , where x s a r a q a q1 ` 1 2 3 i 0 1 2
. < < < <   ..a , i s 1, 2, 3. If a s a ) 0, a s 0, I s 2 and I s 1 see Fig. 3 b .3 1 2 3 m 0
Q is the linear segment U U , as earlier, and Q is the linear segment1 1 2 `
FIG. 3. Special cases of optimum solution in R3.
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< < < <A A which is perpendicular to U U at its center C and CA s CA s3 4 1 2 3 4
 .a r a q a . The center of these two line segments C is common.0 1 2
 .Therefore, the curve defined by parametric equations 8 degenerates to
 . < < < <point C s a r2 a , a r2 a , 0 . If a ) 0, a s a s 0, I s 1 and I s 20 1 0 1 1 2 3 m 0
  ..  .see Fig. 3 c . Q s U s a ra , 0, 0 and Q is a square subset of H1 1 0 1 `
centered at U with sides parallel to x , x axes and equal to 2 a ra .1 2 3 0 1
 .Again the curve of X defined by 8 degenerates to a point, U . Finally, ifp 1
< < < <   ..a s a s a ) 0, I s 3 and I s 0 see Fig. 3 d . Therefore, Q is a1 2 3 m 0 1
 .2-dimensional set, CH U . X is at the intersection C of the1F iF 3 i `
dichotomous of the first 3-dimensional orthant with H. Since C is the
 .center of Q , the trajectory of X defined by 8 degenerates to a single1 p
point, C.
Now let's turn out attention to the minimum L -norm functionp
X  .  .d x , . . . , x given by 8 . Since at the limiting values of p, p s 1, andp 1 n
 .p s `, 8 gives an optimum solution X and X , respectively, correspond-1 `
X  .ing to the centers of Q and Q , d x , . . . , x could be used for 1 F p F `.1 ` p 1 n
< <Dividing both numerator and denominator by a , we have0
y1 .py1 rp .pr py1n< <a a0 jXd x , . . . , x s s . p 1 n  .py1 rpn  /a0js1pr py1.< <a j /
js1
y15 5s Y 11 . .pr py1.
which means that the minimum L -norm of a hyperplane is the reciprocalp
of the L -norm of a point Y, whose coordinate, y , i f I , is thepr py1. i 0
< <  .reciprocal of the x -intercept of H, y s a ra ? sign a ra , and y s 0,i i i 0 i 0 i
i g I . For p s 2, L s L . This implies that the Euclidean norm of0 pr py1. 2
X is the reciprocal of the Euclidean norm of point Y. Comparing the2
 .coordinates of X from 9 with the coordinates of Y, one can easily see2
that vectors Y and X , applied to the origin, are collinear, and2
n
2< <a i 1 1is1Y s X s X , or Y s X .2 2 22 2 2X< <a 5 5d . X .0 22 2
So point Y is the inverse image of the orthogonal projection of the
w xorigin on H, X ; see 11 for the definition of geometrical inversion.2
Hence the following theorem has been proven.
THEOREM 2. The minimum L -norm of a hyperplane H is the reciprocalp
of the L -norm of the in¨erse image of X .pr py1. 2
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It is remarkable that for only the Euclidean metric the same norm
 .  .Euclidean has to be computed for point Y in 11 and that the minimum
L -norm of a hyperplane can be reduced to a function of the norm of ap
single point, Y.
The L -norm of a point is known to be a decreasing function of p see,p
w x.  .e.g., 4 . Since pr p y 1 decreases from ` to 1 as p increases from 1 to
5 5`, Y is an increasing function of p and therefore its inversepr py1.
5 5 .y1Y is a decreasing function of p. Thus, like the L -norm of apr py1. p
point,
COROLLARY 3. The minimum L -norm of a hyperplane is a decreasingp
function of p.
 .  .  .From Eqs. 5 , 8 , and 10 note that the minimum L -norm solution,p
X , 1 - p - `, as well as the centers of Q and Q , X and X , respec-p 1 ` 1 `
tively, are proportional to a . Similarly, the corresponding L -norms0 p
X  . < <d x , . . . , x are proportional to a . This proves the following corollary:p 1 n 0
COROLLARY 4. Gi¨ en the L -norm solution X , of a hyperplane H,p p
n a x s a , the L -norm solution of a hyperplane parallel to H, H9, gi¨ enis1 i i 0 p
n X  X .by  a x s a , is collinear to X , a ra X , with L -norm equal tois1 i i 0 p 0 0 p p
< X < X  .a ra d x , . . . , x .0 0 p 1 n
5. MINIMUM L -DISTANCE OF A POINT FROMp
A HYPERPLANE
Let's consider now the more general problem, i.e., given a point
 .  . nQ q , . . . , q , find its L -metric closest point of a hyperplane H ; R1 n p
defined by aX xX q ??? qaX xX s aX , or1 1 n n 0
1rpn¡
pX< <x y q , 1 F p - ` i iX X X  /~min d x , . . . , x s . is1p 1 nP . X3 < <max x y q , p s `¢ i i
1FiFn
X X X X Xsubject to a x q ??? qa x s a .1 1 n n 0
 w x.Since translation preserves L -distances see, e.g., 2 , the solution to thisp
problem will require only a simple translation of the axes and solving
 . Xproblem P . Consider a new system of coordinates x parallel to x2 i i
i s 1, . . . , n, having origin at Q. Or x s xX y q , i s 1, . . . , n. Substitutingi i i
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X  . X Xx above we obtain problem P , where a s a , i s 1, . . . , n, and a s ai 2 i i 0 0
n X  .y a q . Using the closed-form solution of P and inverse translationis1 i i 2
of x to the original system of coordinates we obtain the solution toi
 .  .problem P . For p s 1, using 5 ,3
n
X Xa y a q0 i i
is1X X Xd x , . . . , x s . X1 1 n < <max ai
1FiFn
< < X < < X <Q s CH U , I s l a s max a 12 .  . 51 l m l i
lgI 1FiFnm
Tn
X Xa y a q0 i i
is1U s q , q , . . . , q q , q , . . . , q .Xl 1 2 l lq1 nal 0
 .For 1 - p - `, using 8 ,
n¡ X Xa y a q0 j jn
js11r py1.X X X< <a y a q ? a ? sign X0 j j i aijs1  0
X ~x si q q , i f Ini 0
pr py1.X< <a j
js1¢q , i g Ii 0
13 .
n
X Xa y a q0 j j
js1X X Xd x , . . . , x s . .p 1 n  .py1 rpn
pr py1.X< <a j /
js1
 .For p s `, using 10 ,
n
X Xa y a q0 j j
js1X X Xd x , . . . , x s , . n` 1 n
X< <a j
js1
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n n¡ X X X Xa y a q a y a q 0 j j 0 j j
js1 js1X X X X~Q s X x , . . . , x x s ? sign , . n X` ` 1 n i aX i 0< <a j¢
js1
n ¦X Xa y a q0 j j
js1X ¥< <i f I , and x F , i g I .n0 i 0
X< <a j §
js1
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analytically derived the minimum L -norm point X ofp p
a hyperplane in n-dimensional space. The parametric equations of the
w xtrajectory of X were also derived, as p changes in the range 1, ` . Basedp
on the analytical solution, several interesting properties of X and itsp
L -norm were found. Although for p, 1 - p - `, a unique optimal solu-p
tion exists, for the two extreme values p s 1, ` an infinite number of
optimal solutions may exist. The problem of the L -distance of a pointp
from a hyperplane was derived easily from X by translation.p
The closed-form solutions in this paper were possible because of the
simplicity of the feasible space, i.e., a hyperplane. Finding the minimum
L -norm in a polyhedral set is a challenging problem. The nonlinearity ofp
the problem makes it very difficult to solve and therefore linearized
versions obtained by using the two extreme values p s 1, ` have only been
 w x.used in linear multiobjective optimization problems cf. 5, 13 . The
closed-form solutions of the minimum L -norm of a hyperplane, as pre-p
sented in this paper, can be used to obtain insights and starting points in
solving those harder problems.
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